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COLOR PALETTE

There are many colors in the Seattle.gov brand guidelines. The Seattle 
Department of Construction and Inspections (SDCI) Renting in Seattle web 
site utilizes warmer options on the home page and in its illustrations to 
communicate approachability and an optimistic outlook. To ensure brand 
unity across all Seattle.gov sites, accent colors employ the neutral grays, 
the more prolific cooler colors, and blue. 
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219, 78, 0

#db4e00

218, 217, 214

#dad9d6

183, 221, 120

#b7dd78

0, 119, 73 

#007749

91, 103, 112

#5b6770

255, 213, 82

#ffd552

0,71, 186

#0047ba



   

VOICE & TONE

The Voice and Tone of a web site are communicated both visually and 
verbally. Design and Copy reflect these. The SDCI can be described in the 
following terms:
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Attentive and Patient
Approachable, Accessible
Customer-Service Focused
Optimistic and Positive
Casual and Conversational
Engaging
Concise and Clear
Open and Safe
Fair
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To differentiate itself from other Seattle.gov pages, SDCI’s Renting in 
Seattle site utilizes custom illustrations to communicate the Renters and 
Landlord’s story. The Illustrations are used as the hero graphics at the tops 
of section pages and on the departmental homepage. Each illustration 
communicates a specific step within in the rental process. The same 
images are used for each topic related to the specific section. 

ILLUSTRATIONS

Renter: Header image
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Renter: Finding a rental 

Renter: Moving out

Renter: Am I ready to rent?

Renter: Moving in

Renter: Resources for renters

Renter: Managing the rental relationship
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Landlord: Header image
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Landlord: Finding a tenantLandlord: I have a unit to rent

Landlord: Moving a tenant out

Landlord: Managing the rental relationshipLandlord: Moving a tenant in

Landlord: Resources for landlords
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Renter: Header image

Renter: Finding a rental 

Renter: Am I ready to rent?

ILLUSTRATIONS (CONT)
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Renter: Moving out

Renter: Moving in

Renter: Resources for renters

Renter: Managing the rental relationship
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Landlord: Finding a tenant

Landlord: Header image

Landlord: I have a unit to rent

ILLUSTRATIONS (CONT)
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Landlord: Moving a tenant out

Landlord: Managing the rental relationship

Landlord: Moving a tenant in

Landlord: Resources for landlords



ICONOGRAPHY

Well designed icons are universal and immediately recognizable by diverse 
users. This suite of icons is similar in style and communicates a variety of 
ideas and concepts. In contrast to the illustration style, the icons only use 
a single color. This creates stronger, cleaner, and clearer visual elements. 
When using these icons on the web site, defer to the green backgound when 
the background is white. If the background is a color, use the alternative 
version with the white outer ring.
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ICONOGRAPHY (CONT)
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